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Pensacola christian academy dress code

Although PCC dissenting voices can be very strong, from a student's point of view (perhaps less unusual), here is an attempt to describe the discipline at Christian Pensacola. Pensacola Christian College (or PCC, as we prefer to call it) is trying to implement a conservative Christian
atmosphere in a way that is both achievable and biblical. For the college, adding more rules is not helpful both to the potential growth of the college and to the public image. Therefore, where possible, the rules are cleaned. However, as much of the founding faculty is still present, it remains
difficult, out of respect, to change certain sticky rules. With Mr. Shoemaker's arrival as president in recent years, things are getting a little lax. For example, couples can now sit together in the library, and casual clothing may include non-offensive writing or logos. In addition, on game days,
students may wear non-collared team jerseys featuring CCP Eagles teams. Yet many things remain the same - and are not likely to change soon. For example, wearing or possessing headphones is still prohibited and leads to demerits. There are perpetual rumors about this changing rule
soon, but it still has to happen. Rules throughout a typical day dress code tries to make us look professional so that we could gain a competitive advantage in a world that dresses down. If a guy, when you get up, you have to dress according to the class dress. For guys, that means a
collared shirt, belt, pants, socks and shoes. The shirt must be free of any unsewn graphics or writing (the size of a pocket is acceptable). The pants may not be jeans or cargo-style, must reach at the ankle, and have belt straps. Shoes must not be athletic or have caps. For women, this
means a shirt that covers the shoulders and shows no underwear or cleavage, a knee-length skirt, and shoes. Again, clothes should not have graphics or writing, and denimn material is not acceptable. In addition, shoes should be casual, not recreational. Guys need to stay clean and keep
their hair above their ears and their favorites halfway on their ears. Girls have quite imprecise hair length requirements (curiously), but they must of course adhere to the general rule of sticking to natural colored capillary dyes. A student must perform the day-to-day tasks (such as throwing
garbage, cleaning toilets or keeping the floor clean) before the chapel every day except Wednesday morning and Saturday. Failing to do so results in offences that, when over-accumulated, become payable at the end of the semester. The chapel will be followed from 10:05 a.m. to 10:45
a.m. every morning. Students who cannot do so must go to the video chapel on the same afternoon. Although it is possible to scan in the sick, the hypothesis is made that somehow the attendance will be easier in a few hours, since the video attendance chapel remains on the same day.
Not attending a day causes demerits that you 1/3 of the university (or about 30 demerits on the limit of 100). Students should take care to leave their dormitory 10 minutes earlier before the chapel. Regardless of whether they are late for the chapel or not, a student will receive an offence for
being out of their dormitory late. When in the chapel, a student cannot study, use his phone or close his eyes to sleep. Line monitors assiduously and write people. Since line instructors are students chosen as PL (Prayer Leaders), their rigour varies. When he is sick, skipping the course
does not help much either, since all the homework is still due. Quizs automatically fail. Tests can be resumed the following Saturday at the Test Centre. When not excused, they result in an automatic subtraction of 10%. Skipping the same class two or three times results in a 10% drop in the
overall class score. Skipping the class for two weeks results in a failure in this class. Jumping more than 12 classes results in complete failure. Being up to 25 minutes late in class is not the equivalent of an absence, but three delays make an absence in class. Absences and incapacity can
be verified on Eagle's Nest, the website of CCP students and faculty. After 5 p.m., students can wear denim and sneakers. But to attend the dinner, the classroom is always necessary. For casual clothing, no shorts are allowed. But for some activities where recreational dress is permitted,
girls may wear shorts, or sometimes pants. Students can wear a casual dress in their dormitory. Once the day is over, a student must make sure to close their blinds before nightfall by providing a blind check at around 7 p.m., applied by the RA (Room Advisors). At 10:25 p.m., everyone
must be in their dorm; and on weekdays, at 10:30 a.m., everyone must be present at the prayer group. The prayer group is three or four rooms that gather for a 15-minute prayer and a time of devotion. Prayer groups are led by prayer leaders (PL) and assistant prayer leaders (APLs), who
must take participation and are allowed to write people who use their phones or other devices during prayer time. Occasionally, an RA sits down with a prayer group. The time in the room is 11:00. Lights are off at 11:15 a.m. on weekdays and midnight on Fridays and Saturdays. The lights
off are applied by the RA. My view on pcc being strict Much of the rules have less to do with college being Baptist and to do with having control over what happens on his property. Without rules, I'm sure sone students would like to have illicit sex, or do drugs, or do anything else stupid that is
both against the Lord's will and also destroys the reputation of the college. At the end of the day, we pay for these people. Do I find the rules excessive? Sometimes. Most of the rules I live anyway, because God transmits some of their principles. However, as I am 21 years old, it does
become annoying boring Have someone walk into my room to check every night to see if I'm in bed, as if I were a child - so I pay to stay there in the first place. But I accept it, because I know that it encroaches on some children who did not want to control themselves and would keep us
awake all night, or would go away to do things they should not do. This also helps to determine who is missing or not in an emergency. Is it hard that I'm engaged, but I can't get out of campus much with my fiancée because of lack of proper chaperones? Yes, but again, I have to accept it. Is
the rule of non-touching, which forbids us to hold hands, an irritant? Yes, but I prefer the so-called Christian students to get by when they are not married. That is essentially the perspective I am trying to take. At university, I found a lot of friends with whom I can get along at a level that
would not compare to strangers. So I'd rather accept some drawbacks, and be grateful, rather than be bitter about less pleasant things. It makes all the difference. I'm glad there's a place like PCC. Gallery haley k. Sep 13. If it were possible, I wouldn't even give them a star! they are
REDICULOUS! they called me for every little problem they had, it was rediculous. They kept making statements like we have to train your child to do what we want. and all the time I think, !!!??? Train! it's a FIRST not a dog! I took it out after 2 months of being there! 1 ★ if it was possible
that I wouldn't even give them a star! they are REDICULOUS! they called me for every little problem they had, it was rediculous. They kept making statements like we have to train your child to do what we want. and all the time I think, !!!??? Train! it's a FIRST not a dog! I took it out after 2
months of being there! Has this review been helpful to you? Christopher Ryan f. August 23. When I was a junior, I moved to Pensacola from New Orleans during Hurricane Katrina. the manager let me in in in mid-September, even when there were no open places for registration. they
showed me nothing but love and compassion. the students and faculty were all great. Yeah, they were really strict and gave me ridiculous amounts of homework, but if you're a really focused student who wants to learn then it's perfect. I hated it at the time, since all I could focus on was my
family life in New Orleans/looking back now so I was very blessed to be put in such a positive environment over a period of time again all the students were helpful and polite. I hope someone from that time remembers and sees this. Thank you for your kindness. I've only been there for 3
months, but it's had an impact. 4 ★★★★ - When I was a junior, I moved to Pensacola from New Orleans during Hurricane Katrina. the manager let me in, in mid-September, even when there was no registration places. they showed me nothing but love and compassion. the students and
faculty were all great. Yeah, they were really strict and gave me ridiculous amounts of homework, but if you're a really focused student who wants to learn then it's perfect. I hated it at the time, since all I could focus on was my family life in New Orleans/looking back now so I was very
blessed to be put in such a positive environment during a chaotic period. again all the students were helpful and polite. I hope someone from that time remembers and sees this. Thank you for your kindness. I've only been there for 3 months, but it's had an impact. Has this review been
helpful to you? Daniel K. February 27. Their upbringing is great, but the atmosphere was too stressful for my child. I am just worried about how the children who grow up in this school will see Christianity later on. 2 ★★ - Their education is great, but the atmosphere was too stressful for my
child. I am just worried about how the children who grow up in this school will see Christianity later on. Has this review been helpful to you? Jo Ann B. February 20. It was my father who dreamed of Christion School. He was the founder of the school and spent hours getting the children to
come to school. As he was dying in hospital, he said, I have enrolled four more children in school today. He was a wonderful man and my mother stayed by his side. Wonderful Christians His name was Johnson H. Coberly my email address is joannbarberi@yahoo.com if you have any
questions for me 5 ★★★★★ It was my dad who dreamed of Christion School. He was the founder of the school and spent hours getting the children to come to school. As he was dying in hospital, he said, I have enrolled four more children in school today. He was a wonderful man and my
mother stayed by his side. Wonderful Christians His name was Johnson H. Coberly my email address is joannbarberi@yahoo.com if you have any questions for me Has this review been helpful to you? Jon A. 02 February. PCA is the largest Christian school in the world. Education is
incredible as everyone knows. There is a reason why CPA graduates generally excel in life. The biggest thing though is how much teachers care about you. They will lean back to talk to a student if they come to them for help. They pray endlessly for their students and love them. PCA
changed my life for the better. As someone who wants to serve God with all my heart, the standards at PCA are impressive. It's a question of perspective. The standards are there to not restrict. Children and adolescents need to learn discipline when they are young, or they will never learn it
as adults. PCA provides the loving discipline and learning atmosphere that children need to grow up and become the men and women that God wants them to be. That's what education is all about. 5 ★★★★★ PCA is the largest school in the world. Education is incredible as everyone
knows. There is a reason why CPA graduates generally excel in life. The biggest thing though is how much teachers care about you. They will lean back to talk to a student if they come to them for help. They pray endlessly for their students and love them. PCA changed my life for the
better. As someone who wants to serve God with all my heart, the standards at PCA are impressive. It's a question of perspective. Standards are there to protect, not restrict. Children and adolescents need to learn discipline when they are young, or they will never learn it as adults. PCA
provides the loving discipline and learning atmosphere that children need to grow up and become the men and women that God wants them to be. That's what education is all about. Has this review been helpful to you? Catherine A. Sept 28. All I can say about PCA is that I registered my
daughter there when was in K-4. Now she's in Grade 8 and all she's talking about is how the teachers yelled at her in the face! 1 ★ - All I can say about PCA is that I registered my daughter there when was in K-4. Now she's in Grade 8 and all she's talking about is how the teachers yelled at
her in the face! Has this review been helpful to you? Brittany D. Sept 27. I enjoyed my years at the PCA (K4-9th) and the rules were really right. But when it came time for me to join the high school group the rules for teenage-age sky-rocket-rocket-PAS pants outside of school, no shorts
outside of school, no PDA-like actions hugging, kissing on the cheek, even between siblings. My parents and I found this ridiculous and enrolled me in public school, which has nothing to do with the way PCA portrayed it: a house of imbicilic, excited, teenage boys and girls. And I'm happy
and stress-free for the first time in 12 years. 3 ★★★ I enjoyed my years at PCA (K4-9th) and the rules were really right. But when it came time for me to join the high school group the rules for teenage-age sky-rocket-rocket-PAS pants outside of school, no shorts outside of school, no PDA-
like actions hugging, kissing on the cheek, even between siblings. My parents and I found this ridiculous and enrolled me in public school, which has nothing to do with the way PCA portrayed it: a house of imbicilic, excited, teenage boys and girls. And I'm happy and stress-free for the first
time in 12 years. Has this review been helpful to you? Nita S. August 27. My 7-year-old started K-5. My 4 year old started K-4 this year. I agree that this school is very structured and admit to joking that it's like getting into the Twilight Zone or Steppford when on campus because of how well
maintained, clean, organized, predictable, and structured the school is. All tones of the teacher's voice are similar and their writings are indistinguishable. I do not agree with all their beliefs; but you can't beat theirs A Beka has an international demand. I don't agree with a comment that says
they're all about money. My 7-year tuition is $205 a month. I haven't found many private schools whose tuition fees are so cheap and offer the premium curriculum they offer. His monthly bill is $410 per month. This includes: tuition, lunch, weekly private piano lessons and extended school
daycares. If I sent it to public school, my monthly fee for the same services would cost about $385. The cost of books and supplies is about $200 per year. But when I look at the supply lists for public school, I'm not much more even with that... again, for the premium education he receives.
Again, I do not agree with all beliefs regarding Christianity. But I am pleased with the amount of scripture that my 7-year-old son can quote from memory; his knowledge of God and Jesus; and I'm even impressed by the practical applications of everyday life. One thing about it, I feel that



anyone who sends their child to PCA goes in full knowledge of their rigor and weirdness ... information obtained from them or others. I know that our boys will not graduate from them; but I know they get a great foundation. There are not many African-Americans as teachers and in
administration. I do not know if it is racism or some other reason. But that didn't stop African-Americans, or any other minority, from sending their children there. From what I see, their student population is a good mix of all backgrounds. Including socio-economic and religious aspects. One
thing about PCA, and they say it clearly in their manual, you have a choice whether you send your child theirs or not. No, they don't apologize for the way they do things, but something they do works. I spoke with a mother during orientation who said she drove from another state (total 1
one-way hour) to bring her son to PCA for the first 3 years he attended; until they finally moved to Pensacola. Anyhoo, enough (or too said). I'm just offering my two cents. 4 ★★★★ - My 7-year-old son started PCA in K-5. My 4 year old started K-4 this year. I agree that this school is very
structured and admit to joking that it's like getting into the Twilight Zone or Steppford when on campus because of how well maintained, clean, organized, predictable, and structured the school is. All tones of the teacher's voice are similar and their writings are indistinguishable. I don't agree
with all their beliefs but you can't beat their curriculum. A Beka has an international demand. I don't agree with a comment that says they're all about money. My 7-year tuition is $205 a month. I haven't found many private schools whose tuition fees are so cheap and offer the premium
curriculum they offer. Monthly $410 per month. This includes: tuition, lunch, weekly private piano lessons and extended school daycares. If I sent it to public school, my monthly fee for the same services would cost about $385. The cost of books and supplies is about $200 per year. But
when I look at the supply lists for public school, I'm not much more even with that... again, for the premium education he receives. Again, I do not agree with all beliefs regarding Christianity. But I am pleased with the amount of scripture that my 7-year-old son can quote from memory; his
knowledge of God and Jesus; and I'm even impressed by the practical applications of everyday life. One thing about it, I feel that anyone who sends their child to PCA goes in full knowledge of their rigor and weirdness ... information obtained from them or others. I know that our boys will not
graduate from them; but I know they get a great foundation. There are not many African-Americans as teachers and in administration. I do not know if it is racism or some other reason. But that didn't stop African-Americans, or any other minority, from sending their children there. From what
I see, their student population is a good mix of all backgrounds. Including socio-economic and religious aspects. One thing about PCA, and they say it clearly in their manual, you have a choice whether you send your child theirs or not. No, they don't apologize for the way they do things, but
something they do works. I spoke with a mother during orientation who said she drove from another state (total 1 one-way hour) to bring her son to PCA for the first 3 years he attended; until they finally moved to Pensacola. Anyhoo, enough (or too said). I'm just offering my two cents. Has
this review been helpful to you? jabari t. May 19. They provide quality education, but the negatives now outweigh the positives. Maybe you should look at your registration and see why it has declined. ATTITUDE. I find it very interesting that the school is held in high esteem throughout the
country. Look at the attitude towards school locally, Pensacola.La way they live their lives and conduct their business day to day is not Christian like. ★ They provide a quality education, but the negatives now outweigh the positives. Maybe you should look at your registration and see why it
has declined. ATTITUDE. I find it very interesting that the school is held in high esteem throughout the country. attitude towards school locally, Pensacola.La way they live their lives and conduct their business day to day is not Christian like. Has this review been helpful to you? Tia T. May
19. This school based on race, and Color.There are not blacks working in the office office Edwards is just a man on money and Dr. Shoemarker is just a face and a voice for school. When it comes to him, they don't care about anything but money. The Christian part is only in the name not
the people who work there. The comments you see come from white children who have been and teachers who work that. Not the real people who go there. I can say that academics are great. School is like the mafia. 1 ★- This school based on race, and Color.There are not black people
who work in the office area.Mr. Edwards is a man only on money and Dr. Shoemarker is just a face and a voice for school. When it comes to him, they don't care about anything but money. The Christian part is only in the name not the people who work there. The comments you see come
from white children who have been and teachers who work that. Not the real people who go there. I can say that academics are great. School is like the mafia. Has this review been helpful to you? 1 in 1 people found this exam useful. Michelle N. May 19. I attended pca from K4-9 and loved
it. Teachers really cared about my progress, not only mentally, but also spiritually and socially. I have made a lot of friends there and I can say from experience that the rules are not oppressive, they are practical. In addition, I am now a nursing student at university and feel so well prepared
for my classes through my training at the CPA, I have loved people and still do. God bless them for their uninterering work, no matter how many times I screwed up or didn't do well, my teachers have forgiven me and worked with me over and over again. The atmosphere generates peace
and security, which is not found in 99% of the public schools that I enjoyed my years there. By the way, the rules aren't that bad, and really, unless you go over two years, you shouldn't talk because you obviously don't have a complete understanding of what's really going on. 5 ★★★★★ I
attended pca of K4-9 and I loved it. Teachers really cared about my progress, not only mentally, but also spiritually and socially. I have made a lot of friends there and I can say from experience that the rules are not oppressive, they are practical. In addition, I am now a nursing student at
university and feel so well prepared for my classes through my training at the CPA, I have loved people and still do. God bless them for their uninterering work, no matter how many times I messed up or didn't do well, my teachers forgave me and worked with over and over again. The
atmosphere generates peace and security, which is not found in 99% of the public schools that I enjoyed my years there. By the way, the rules aren't that bad, and really, unless you go over two years, you shouldn't talk because you obviously don't have a complete understanding of what's
really going on. Has this review been helpful to you? 0 out of 1 people found this review useful. Doris O. May 19. This school can be be everyone's cup of tea, but why should it be. This school is excellent, the teachers are great and communicate with parents. We always know what's going
on and what's coming. The curriculum is great! What is wrong with the rules, where would we be without them? So if you don't like this school, then choose one you like, but why hit it just because you don't agree with the way they are. Everything is always organized and clean and I know
that my child will not - and will not be with - children who dress inappropriately, as I see in many public schools (who have dress codes too, but do not apply them). I know my children are as safe as possible. This school is one of the best. 4 ★★★★ - This school may not be everyone's cup
of tea, but why should it be. This school is excellent, the teachers are great and communicate with parents. We always know what's going on and what's coming. The curriculum is great! What is wrong with the rules, where would we be without them? So if you don't like this school, then
choose one you like, but why hit it just because you don't agree with the way they are. Everything is always organized and clean and I know that my child will not - and will not be with - children who dress inappropriately, as I see in many public schools (who have dress codes too, but do not
apply them). I know my children are as safe as possible. This school is one of the best. Has this review been helpful to you? 0 out of 1 people found this review useful. Lisa L. May 19. This school is the most abusive, critical and hypocritical organization I have ever had the displeasure to
attend. I wouldn't send a dog there for obedience training. If you want an example of a Pharisee, then this school has many of them. 1 ★ - This school is the most abusive, critical and religiously hypocritical organization I have ever had the displeasure of attending. I wouldn't send a dog
there for obedience training. If you want an example of a Pharisee, then this school has many of them. Has this review been helpful to you? 1 in 3 people found this exam useful. Linda R. May 19. If we had lived in that area, I would certainly have enrolled my children in that school. This is
the best Christian school I have ever met. They offer an excellent school program for children up to high school. The building is beautiful, reminiscent of Florida and the colors of the sunset. classrooms, excellent teaching staff, rules that need to be followed and applied, curriculum and well-
balanced activities for children. I went on a tour of this school with a student teacher and I was very impressed. Students of the Associated Christian College often practice their teaching in the classroom and there is no end to their creativity! I do not know what the cost of attending here is,
but I know that scholarships are available. PROS: Wonderful Wonderful Large classrooms, excellent CONS curriculum: 5 ★★★★★ If we had lived in this area, I would certainly have enrolled my children in this school. This is the best Christian school I have ever met. They offer an excellent
school program for children up to high school. The building is beautiful, reminiscent of Florida and the colors of the sunset. Large classrooms, excellent teaching staff, rules that need to be followed and applied, curriculum and well-balanced activities for children. I went on a tour of this
school with a student teacher and I was very impressed. Students of the Associated Christian College often practice their teaching in the classroom and there is no end to their creativity! I do not know what the cost of attending here is, but I know that scholarships are available. A PROS:
Wonderful Teachers, Large Classrooms, Excellent Curriculum CONS: Was this review helpful to you? 1 in 2 people found this exam useful. Ava J. May 19. They have always provided our children with a very good education. We didn't always understand each other very well at times, but I'm
so happy to listen to them because they gave our children a great start in education and they excelled after they left. They have no other place to go than to go up. AVANTAGES: Christian Education CONS: Might be a little too strict at times, but it was worth it. 4 ★★★★ - They have always
offered our children a very good education. We didn't always understand each other very well at times, but I'm so happy to listen to them because they gave our children a great start in education and they excelled after they left. They have no other place to go than to go up. AVANTAGES:
Christian Education CONS: Might be a little too strict at times, but it was worth it. Has this review been helpful to you? 0 out of 2 people found this exam useful. Useful.
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